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Fire Emblem: Three Houses is a massive game with many characters no matter which path you choose. With Garreg Mach Monastery, full of students, professors, knights and others (not to mention additional DLC characters), Fudlan is packed with knowledge and rich backstories, making it easy to get away from the game with a laundry list of favorite characters. This can make a
decision about who the romance is challenging. Although the marriage mechanic plays a minor role compared to other recent Fire Emblem games, there are so many great characters to choose from. However, one stands out among the rest as the best girl of the game. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this article in a quick submission. Start now Petra
McNary is a member of the Black Eagles, which comes from Brigid, a tropical archipelago located west of Fudlan. As the king's granddaughter, she is next in line to the throne. One of the few characters in the game who is not originally from zdlan, Petra is an exchange student at the Academy of Officers. While her small grammatical errors make it clear that she is not a native of
Fedlan, it is clear that she is learning and determined to improve. While the players may be overlooked at first because of her positive attitude, great work ethic and general determination, Petra is not in the sdlan of her own will. Many years ago, her country was involved in a war in which Dagda and Brigid tried and failed to invade the Addresstian Empire. After the defeat, Brigid
became the vassal state of the Empire. Petra, having lost her father in the war, was forced to leave her home and remain a family to live in the Empire as a political prisoner, designed to dissuade Brigid from launching another attack. By the beginning of the game, she had become a student of the Officer's Academy, studying among the children of the addressable nobility. Despite
these setbacks and personal injuries, Petra is one of the kindest and most serious characters of the three houses. While she expresses sadness and anger towards her position as a hostage, she doesn't blame her classmates, even those associated with the Adrestians, who have done her family harm. Her support with Caspar show that while part of her hates him for being the
son of the man who killed her father, she values their friendship more than the idea of revenge. She is also incredibly hardworking, bringing her everything she does, whether it's fighting or learning a new language. Three houses' extensive history (especially the Crimson Flower/Silver Snow split) and the ability to recruit students from their original homes makes some individual
character motifs confusing. Characters whom Byleth recruits, for the most part, remain faithful to them no matter what, even if it means appealing against their families. Petra in particular is an interesting case, as she expresses a desire to crush the Empire in her support with Byleth on the non-Crimson Flower Routes. However, if it is not or, if Byleth parties with Edelgard, she will
really fight for the empire, putting her life down if necessary. No matter which one is right, it's clear that her choice comes down to what she believes will be best for Brigid. Whether this means washing away the Empire or working with it to win the emperor's respect, she does so with her homeland and the people in mind. Most of her endings see her ascend to the throne and
improve her country's diplomatic standing as queen Brigid. Even in some of her steamy endings with Byleth, in which she abdicates and leaves him to her family, Petra is said to have worked hard to improve the relationship between Fudlain and Brigid. Aside from being a great character, Petra is also a great unit in the game. It has the highest speed growth in the base game, and
only DLC character Yuri with a higher speed. Her stats, as well as her strength with swords and bows, make her a great assassin, her canonical class, taking her as an NPC. Swordmaster is also a worthy option, as is the Falcon Knight because of its flying power. While Petra's low defense and resistance make her particularly vulnerable to magical users, her remarkable speed
(and her over-average agility and luck) allow her to hit quickly, land critical hits and dodge attacks. Overall, Petra is just one of the best characters in Fire Emblem: Three Houses. It is undoubtedly a strong unit that can quickly deal with massive physical attacks in combat. In addition, the perspective she brings as a foreigner living zdlan adds even more depth to the world of the
game. Petra's determination in the face of adversity, love for the homeland and kindness towards others make her the best girl from three houses. KEEP READING: Tomodachi Life Must Come to Nintendo Switch Phasmophobia is the best Indie Horror Game to play in this Halloween Related Themes CBR Exclusives Video Games feature Fire Emblem: Three Homes About by
Noel Corbett (142 Articles Published) More from Noel Corbett Edit Share Work by Peter from Fire Emblem Heroes. 7th of Horsebow MoonImperial Year 1164 15-16 (Pre-Timeskip)21-22 (Post-Timeskip) May contain spoilers King Brigid (Grandfather)The unnamed father of the Brigidrestian Empire (Non--22) Adrestia ) Garreg Mach MonasteryAdrestian EmpireBrigid Crown Princess
BrigidSudent in Officer's Academy fire emblem: Three Houses of Fire Heroes Emblem Chapter 1: Three Houses (If black eagles are selected) Chapter 7: Field of the Eagle and lion (If the Black Eagles are not selected) Yes... I hope that in the future where the Empire, and Brigid, could cooperate like this. - Petra talks to Edelgarde Petra is a playable character in Fire Emblem:
Three Houses. She is a student at the Academy of Officers and a member of the Black Eagles. She hails from Bridgeda, the vassal state of the Addresstian Empire. At the beginning of the game she is fifteen years old. Profile Edit source Early Life edit source is the presumptive heir and granddaughter of King Brigid, Brigid, west of zdlan. She lost her father at the age of eleven
during the Dagda and brigid Wars of 1175 to Count Berglis, Caspar's father, in which Brigid allied with Dagda during the failed invasion of the Adudian Empire. The Academy Phase Editing Source After Brigid was made a vassal state of the Empire, as a sign of their new allegiance, Petra was sent from her homeland by Duke Geert as an exchange student at the Academy of
Officers in the Imperial Year 1180. She can be recruited by having a tall Dex and riding. Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are you willing to pay for it? When Petra and her classmates go to the Holy Tomb, the Imperial Army, led by Methodius, arrives to loot the Cross Stones. She is shocked when Edelgard reveals herself as the emperor of
flames as she used them. If Petra is recruited to the Golden Deer or Blue Lions, she reveals that she has received a letter from Edelgard, but that Brigid plans to confront the Empire. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Military Phase (edited source) Crimson Flower (edit source) Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are
you willing to pay for it? If Byleth decides to support Edelgard, Peter, in turn, decides to support them both, despite Edelgarde's manipulation of the Holy Tomb. She claims it is ironic that she decided to help the Empire, because of the Dagda and Brigid wars, but has no regrets in following Byleth. She was appointed to the Black Eagle Strike Force and sent to Garreg Mah in 1185.
The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Verdant Wind / Azure Moon edit source Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are you willing to pay for it? If she is not recruited by golden deer or Blue Lions, Petra continues to support Edelgarde by appearing on Gronder Field for the first time. If she fought and was defeated, she
retreated and met her demise during the last stand in Enbar, if it is not avoided, although her fate remains unknown. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Silver Snow (edit source) Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are you willing to pay for it? Because of her special status, Edelgard sent her a letter asking her to
support her in the war against the Church. Petra refuses his offer, as the Empire once nearly destroyed Bridida, and refuses to follow the Empire, deciding to support the Ticket and the Church by joining the Resistance Army. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Paralog edit source Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are
you willing to pay for it? In general, Petra and Bernadette's Paraloge Foreign Land Heaven Petra is informed of new developments that require her immediate attention. Petra Petra tries to send reinforcements to Brigid to help Petra's faction, but is blocked by messengers sent by the Church (on the Crimson Flower route) or Edelgard (other routes) asking for Ulit's help. However,
on arrival, an enemy group had already arrived in Brigid. The enemy tries to block the road to prevent Petra from reaching her grandfather, but eventually they route, allowing Petra to meet and try to convince him to support her faction. She could persuade her father to continue to support the faction with which she supported, since their act of cooperation would allow them to
negotiate on equal terms with Fadlan. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Personality (edited by source) Political hostage of the Addresstian Empire and a native of Bridgeida, Petra is a very smart, capable girl among her classmates. Because of her foreign background, she is not a Fadlan native and makes small grammatical errors, but still wants to learn
more. She does not know about Fodlan's colloquialism and often accepts idioms and speech figures on their literal meaning. She does not like the fact that Brigid is a vassal state and that she is being used as a hostage to blackmail the kingdom into submission, and so she works tirelessly to improve herself in every possible way in the hope of one day forcing the Empire to
recognize Brigid as equal. This work ethic was highly appreciated by many of her peers. Her dislike of her and her country's position does not extend to people she knows personally, and she is good friends with most of her classmates. She is calm most of the time, and rarely, if ever, loses patience. Dorothea, in her C-support with Petra, says that Petra is the princess that every
little girl wants to be. Just a minute! The next section contains spoilers, viewing will cost a lot. Are you willing to pay for it? Five years after leaving the Academy, Peter seems to have a better understanding of Fodlan's language and expressions. Petra's original dream was to gain the power and knowledge needed to break the unjust treaty Brigid is under and destroy the empire. If
Petra is recruited into the Byleth class (if byleth mentors blue lions or golden deer) or Byleth chooses a face with the church in the black eagle route, this goal largely remains the same. However, if Peter stays with Edelgard's forces, she will change her purpose and be more sincerely loyal to the Empire. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Petra loves to be
outdoors and loves hunting, climbing wood and swimming. She loves many beaches of her homeland. Despite her diligent nature, she does not like mathematics. It also has an open dislike of discrimination. В игре «редактировать источник» Огненный Эмблема: Три дома «редактировать источник» Базовая статистика »редактировать источник» Уровень навыков D » E »
E E E E E E E E E D Start as the enemy edit source Battle of the Eagle and and | edit source] Skill Level C E E E E E E E - - - Start To War at Gronder[edit | edit source] Skill Level A E E C E E E B - - - Start Confrontation at the Palace (Verdant Wind)[edit | edit source] Skill Level B E E C E E E B - - - Start Assault on Enbarr[edit | edit source] Skill Level A E E C E E E B - - - Start
Growth Rates[edit | edit source] HP Str Mag Dex Spd Lck Def Res Charm 45% 40% 25% 50% 60% 45% 30% 15% 35% Maximum Stats (Edit Source) HP Str Mag Dex Spd Lck Def Res Charm 83 59 Charm 36 69 85 63 42 35 63 Learned Magic Edited Source Learned Ability to edit the source of Recruiting Edit Source Petra will be automatically recruited if Byleth chooses to teach
the Black Eagles home in Chapter 1. If Byleth chose to teach any other home, Petra can shift to their class if Byleth has enough Dexterity statistics and high enough riding knowledge. The player can reduce the required threshold if the player has a rank of support with it. Support Rank Dexterity Riding None 10 C C 8 C 6 D'B 4 DM BB 2 ELYCATE Any common edit source
Subjective: The next part of this article is based on the personal experience of the editor and opinion, and therefore may not be applicable to all readers. Petra serves as a speedster for the Black Eagles, having excellent speed, good agility and strength and luck above average. They are balanced by her low defense and especially low resistance, so she must watch out for enemy
magicians and use her high to avoid randomness (and related skills) as much as possible. Her personal skill gives her a bonus to a critical chance when attacking an enemy that is at half health or below, making her perfect for finishing wounded enemies. Petra's charm is mean, so her gambits will do well, but nothing too impressive; it also has some vulnerability to enemy gambits,
as they tend to cripple her to avoid the chance while she is rattled. Her absence from the Cross means that she cannot use the relics of Heroes without causing damage unless she plays the New Game. Petra's strengths in Sword and Onion mean she can make for the perfect thief and killer by taking advantage of her high speed to allow her to easily steal items. However, her
weakness in Reason, low magic, and poor spell list means that Mortal Savant is not the ideal choice for her, and the low nari maga closer to the top make her not very good at wielding Levin's sword. Instead, Petra is a very good user of the Wo Dao sword, using its high speed and critical hit speed. Her strengths in Axe and Flying mean she will also be a great choice for Wyvern
Rider and Wyvern Lord promotions, although these classes will exacerbate her vulnerability to magic. Besides, Petra's weakness for magic is somewhat negated, pushing her to the sword wielding the Pegasus Knight and then the Falcon Knight, though her Lance may make this way a little harder to step on it than it would be for Ingrid, for example, but it certainly won't be As with
other physical characters, there are different skills that will help Petra a lot. Mastering Brigand will give Peter a fatal blow, significantly increasing her damage at the start of the fight, while Archer can improve her accuracy through Hit No.20. Mastering a mercenary can give her Vantage, which, combined with anger from a warrior, can make her a deadly counterattack, although
there may be other characters more suited to such a style (e.g. Felix, Caspar, etc.). Mastering the Cavalier can be beneficial for desperation as Petra's high speed makes it likely to trigger once she is below the health threshold, but should be taken care not to have her get too many levels in any cavalry classes to avoid punishing her growth rate. Mastering the Pegasus Knight for
Darting Blow is generally less useful for Petra because of its already high speed, but can be crucial on maddening difficulties when enemies start to overtake most of the registry. If someone is really diligent (although this will likely require a new game), Peter's training in heavy armor can gain her weight of -5 skill, which can help a lot in ensuring that heavy weapons don't punish
her attack speed as much. With the addition of Cindered Shadows DLC, Petra could take the time to become Trickster if she can overcome her weakness in Vera; The win will be access to The Punch Duelist, which will make it almost impossible to hit when she initiates a fight. Similarly, overcoming her weaknesses in Reason and training her in riding may allow Valkyrie to get an
uncanny blow, although it may not be worth the effort as Petra is already quite accurate. A dark flier is not recommended, as Petra's low resistance means that Transmuth is a bad choice for her. Another reason to recruit Peter (if not the Black Eagles) is that if she faces up as an enemy after time, she will prove to be a very dangerous opponent due to the extremely high chance of
avoiding and the tendency to equip high crit weapons. Even the most accurate characters will have a hard time hitting her if she first rattled on a gambit or if one uses Swordbreaker. In general, Petra is considered one of the best units in the game, thanks in part to the fact that she is one of the fastest game characters in the game (only surpassed by Yuri). When used in a high-
speed class, it can usually run circles around most enemies, land many critical hits, have a good chance of dodge enemy attacks and cause significant damage to all but the most heavily armored enemies. When used in a Wyvern class she sacrifices some speed and agility boosts for the significant buff effect of her strength stat, but it is often best to take the speed of Petra as a
killer, a mechmeister, or a Falcon Knight. Gift list edit source Gift Name Type Gift Description Rank Smoked Favorite Meat prepared in the smoker of the monastery. The type of meat is unclear, but a meat lover would appreciate it. ★ Owl Feather Favorite Feather from messenger that can be used in a variety of ways. Valued by all. ★★★ Hunting Dagger Favorite Tool used to
process catch after hunting. Valued by those who love hunting. ★★ sunflower favorite grown sometimes in Fodlan. Valued by those who love ★★★ exotic spices Favorite spices from the land east of Almira. Valued by those who like to travel or cook. ★★★★ arithmetic textbook I don't like a textbook on the study of arithmetic with everyday examples of its use. Valued by those
who like to learn. ★★★ Cross Of Designs Don't like a book containing drafts of 21 defined Crosses. Valued by those who like to study crosses. ★★★★ Lost Items (edited by editing source) Lost Element Description Exotic feather decorative pen from a rare bird found in Brigid. It probably belongs to someone who used to live there. Small Tanned Hide the skin of a small animal that
was thoroughly tanned. It probably belongs to an experienced hunter. An annotated dictionary is a dictionary of a foreign language with translations. It probably belongs to someone from afar. (edited and edited source) See also: Petra /Tea Party Supports Edit edit sourceSee also: Peter / Supports Fire Emblem Heroes edit source quotes edit source Three houses edit source Peter /
Citations Heroes edit the source of Peter / Heroes quotes Possible endings Are you willing to pay for it? Petra - the queen Brigid Petra returned to the homeland of Brigid and inherited the throne from his grandfather. As ruler, she declared independence from Fedlan and worked tirelessly to ensure friendships with both Fedlan and Dagda. Her efforts inspired her descendants to
carry the torch she lit, ensuring a future of peace and prosperity for her people. Petra and Byleth (Purple Flower) As Byleth set out to fight those who glide in the dark, Petra left the throne of Brigid to her family to follow him. The pair fought many difficult battles together against this terrible enemy before finally emerging victorious after a long war. Finally, able to breathe easily, they
settled in the town of Nuvelle, which is on the western outskirts of Sdlan, where they enjoy the same waters that touch her homeland Brigid. As their love grew, so did their mastery of each other's native language. Petra and Byleth (Azure Moon) After becoming the new Archbishop of the Church of Seiros, Byleth announced his marriage to Petra. In light of her love for her husband
and her unique position to act as a bridge between the two regions, Petra entrusted the throne of her homeland to her family and remained in Fedlan. Together they worked hard to restore Fedlan and improve relations with Brigid. The foreign royal was initially met with scepticism, but with Fedlan's people accepted and adored Petra. Thanks to their efforts, in the distant future, the
two lands were eventually eventually One. Petra - Sea Princess and Byleth - The Ruler of Dawn / Wandering Flame (Verdant Wind / Silver Snow) After ascending to the throne as the first leader of the United Kingdom Fudlan, Byleth announced his marriage to Petra. In light of her love for her husband and her unique position to act as a bridge between the two regions, Petra
entrusted the throne of her homeland to her family and remained in Fedlan. Together they worked hard to restore Fedlan and improve relations with Brigid. The foreign royal was initially met with scepticism, but over time the people of Fedlan accepted and adored Petra. Thanks to their efforts, in the distant future, the two lands were eventually as one . Petra and Claude Claude left
Fudlan, entrusting their future to their friends. He intended to go home to Almira, but his love for Petra attracted him west to Brigid. He won her love, and after receiving her grandfather's blessing, they were pearls. A few years later, each of them inherited their thrones. As monarchs of Brigid and Almira, Petra and Claude contributed to the development of friendly diplomatic
relations between the two regions and Fadlan. Petra and Hubert Soon after the war, Brigid renegotiated his diplomatic agreement with the Addresstian Empire, ending his service as a vassal and becoming a full ally. As part of this agreement, Petra, the queen of Bridgeda, was in love with Hubert, the Marquis of Vestra. Some say the marriage was purely political, ordered by
Emperor Edelgard, while others insist that it was of their own accord. Although they led a busy life, and sometimes lived separately. However, their shared home in the western village of Zdlan Nuvell was filled with their many children, offering a loving union. After officially becoming Duke of Aekir, Ferdinand asked Emperor Edelgard if she would make him its foreign minister, not
the Prime Minister. It satisfied his wish, and his first task in his new post was to negotiate with Petra, who inherited the throne of Bridgeida and proclaimed the freedom of his kingdom from the imperial vassaly. Ferdinand and Petra collaborated to deepen friendship between their peoples and create a lasting, lasting alliance. As a symbol of the friendship of their peoples, Ferdinand
and Petra settled together in Nuvell, on the western outskirts of Fadlan. They are said to have negotiated for years to reach this compromise. Petra and Ferdinand (Other Routes) After officially becoming Duke of Aegir, Ferdinand worked to restore the territory, and as part of this effort sought to develop an improved relationship with Brigid. He turned to Petra, who inherited
bridged's throne, and she agreed to devote resources to help. At the same time, they continued their personal relationship across borders, and when Aegir's territory recovered, they married. Ferdinand moved to Brigid with his queen, the pair worked tirelessly to improve diplomatic relations. Relations. The work included many trips, but they made sure to find the time once in a
while to stay and enjoy their happiness. Petra and Linhardt returned to Brigid's homeland, and inherited the throne from her father. As ruler, she declared independence from Fedlan and renegotiated Brigid's diplomatic relations on a more equal footing. She then introduced an industrial practice that was modeled after a fadlan, greatly improving her homeland economy. This rapid
development surprised those abroad until it was discovered that the improvement was thanks to the advice of Petra's husband, Linhardt, who left Fadlan to offer Brigid his understanding and talent. They say that the couple maintained a healthy and affectionate relationship and that they raised many happy children together. Petra and Caspar Petra returned to Brigid's homeland,
and inherited the throne from her grandfather. As ruler, she declared independence from Fedlan and renegotiated Brigid's diplomatic relations with Fedlan and Dugda on more equal terms. At every turn she was accompanied and supported by her husband Caspar, who left Fadlan behind to be with her. It is said that the people of Brigid were initially suspicious of the union,
because of Caspar's attitude to the sworn enemy of his homeland, but his tireless efforts on behalf of Brigid conquered him over time. It certainly helped that he made the queen very happy. Petra and Dorothea returned to Brigid's homeland, and inherited the throne from his grandfather. As ruler, she declared independence from Fedlan and renegotiated Brigid's diplomatic relations
with the country on a more equal footing. At every turn she was accompanied by Dorothea, who left Fadlan to support her. Dorothea used the connections she made in her time at the opera to her advantage, and even reluctantly worked with Fudlan's nobility for Petra's sake. At first, Brigid's people were skeptical of her, but eventually warmed up to her. It is said that she became
the person whom Petra loved most. Petra and Ash Petra took Ash with her to Brigid's homeland, where she inherited the throne from her grandfather. Under Ashe's leadership, she established the Order of the Knights and used the order to declare independence from Fedlan and to renegotiate diplomatic relations on a more equal footing. During the years of working together to
reform diplomatic and military policy, Petra and Ash fell in love and eventually married. The people of Bridgeda warmly embraced the union. It is said that the name of the knight's order, the Blue Sun, was born of their mutual love of swimming in the sea. Petra and Peter's Ignatz returned to Brigid's homeland, and inherited the throne from his grandfather. As ruler, she declared
independence from Fedlan and Dagda on more equal terms. At every turn she was accompanied and supported by her husband, Ignatz, who left Fadlan behind to be with her. Trading with Foedlean under Petra's rule, in no small part thanks to Victor's Trading Company. But while Ignatz was happy to support Petra's goals, he remained focused on his work as an artist. His scenic
performance of the Brigid landscape, made in the fudlan style, was highly regarded all over the world. Petra and Cyril Petra returned to Brigid's homeland, and inherited the throne from his grandfather. As ruler, she declared independence from Fedlan and renegotiated Brigid's diplomatic relations on a more equal footing. A few years later, the Church of Seyros expanded its
influence on Nuvel, a city in the western part of Fadlan. The priest who was sent to this new church in order to maintain relations with Brigida was none other than Cyril. He and Petra often met, first for public relations and then for more personal reasons. They fell in love and ended up being fine. It is said that their alliance has served as a symbol of friendly ties between the two
countries throughout their lives. The end of spoilers. It's a pleasure doing business with you! Non-Canon Appearance edit source Super Smash Bros. edit source Peter appears in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate as a background character in the monastery of Garreg Mach. Fire Emblem 0 (Cipher) (edited by editing source) Peter is illustrated in the trading card game Fire Emblem
Cipher with the following cards: Etymology (edited source) of Peter is the female form of Peter, which comes from the Greek word Petros, meaning stone, stone. McNary is an Irish name. In Irish Gaelic it is written as O hInneirghe and comes from an adjective meaning awakened early easily. Trivia (edited by source editing) portrait of Petra wearing Ignatz glasses. Petra is 161 cm
(or about 5'3). Petra shares her English voice with actress, Faye Mata, with Lene (from the Sacred War genealogy) in her appearance in Fire Emblem Heroes. During the conversation about the support of Petra and Ignatz, Ignatz gives Petra glasses, changing both of their portraits. Petra seems to have studied Fedlan's language during the cape. Her speech is much more free
afterwards, dropping elements such as saying something has quality, or spontaneous use of a certain article, i.e. I will use a strategy or present progressive i.e. I will not stop. Petra shares some of the features common to the Athena Fire Emblem: The Shadow of the Dragon and the New Mystery emblem. Like Athena, Petra is a woman from a foreign land who speaks swords and
is not a native speaker of the language used by the main cast. Petra, however, is much more fluent than Athena, as she speaks for the most part in a full proper sentence with only minor grammatical errors such as strenuous and possessive. She is not familiar with more colloquial speech and often corrects her classmates, unaware of the double meaning of their figurative
phrases. However, the Italian version of Petra is much less free, forgetting and verb inconsistencies more often than other other In fact, in the manga Fire Emblem Heroes, there is a panel where they bond through training together. Petra also shares some traits common with Jamke of Fire Emblem: The Genealogy of the Holy War, as they are both bow-wielding royalty who do not
possess Holy Blood or the Cross. Petra S-Support CG is the only one that shows the face of byleth's man. Otherwise, she uses pink colors for her classes. Like Mercedes, Petra is classified as Simple, despite the noble birth. This is the opposite with Balthus and Constance, as they are classed as nobles, despite the fact that there are no longer nobles. In a survey conducted by
Famitsu magazine, Petra ranked 14th among women and 28th overall with 236 votes in the Popularity Survey for Fire Emblem: Three Houses. Gallery (edited by source) See the main article: Petra/Gallery. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. petra falcon knight or assassin. petra falcon knight or wyvern lord. petra falcon knight or
wyvern. fire emblem petra falcon knight
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